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Where is Kansas? 
 

Locate Kansas on a map, and have students draw themselves inside an outline map of 

Kansas. 

 

OBJECTIVES 
Students will: 

1. recognize that Kansas is located in the center of the contiguous states 

2. recognize that they are each part of various groups 

3. recognize size relationships on a map 

 

 

OTHER MATERIALS 
 Map of the United States that can be written on, and a highlighter or pen to write 

with.  Be prepared to point out the general location of Smith County, Kansas on the 

map (central Kansas along the Nebraska border). 

 Pieces of craft or butcher paper roughly the size of a student.  One per student.  Cut 

out pieces large enough for a student to lie down on, and remove one corner so 

each resembles the shape of Kansas. 

 Colors or markers for students to use. 

 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Kansas became the thirty-fourth state on January 29, 1861.  The state is located at the 

geographical center of the contiguous forth-eight states.  Kansas is basically a 208 by 

411 mile rectangle with the northeast corner removed—a total of 82,264 square miles.  

It ranks fourteenth among the fifty states in geographic size. 

 

 

VOCABULARY 
Conterminous Enclosed within one common boundary.  The center of the 

conterminous United States is in Smith County, Kansas. 

 

State  One part of a larger government unit.  The United States is made up of 

fifty states. 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 
1) Ask students where they live.  Direct the discussion to include that their homes are 

within a town or city.  Explain that many times smaller things are part of something 

larger.  Their home is in a town, city or county and this is in the state of Kansas. 
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2) Show the class the map of the United States.  Explain that their town is part of Kansas.  

Point out Kansas on the map and highlight the line that separated it from the 

surrounding states. 

 

 Mark your town’s location on the map.  Name some other Kansas locations the students 

might be familiar with and mark these on the map.  Explain that all of these are part of a 

larger place – Kansas. 

 

3) Using the same map point out that Kansas too is part of a larger place – the United 

States.  Kansas is one of 50 states that make up the United States.  Point out some of 

these on the map and the lines that show the borders between the states. 

 

 Forty-eight of these states are joined together in one physical location while Alaska and 

Hawaii are separated by land and/or water.  These 48 states are called the conterminous 

states.  This means they are all enclosed in one common boundary.  Point out this 

boundary on the map. 

 

 Explain that one thing that makes Kansas unique is that it is right in the middle of the 

conterminous United States.  This point is located in Smith County, Kansas near the 

town of Lebanon. 

 

4) Explain that each student will make a picture to remind himself/herself that he/she is 

part of Kansas. 

 

 Have each student find a partner. 

 Hand out a piece of paper to each student. 

 While one student lies on the paper his/her partner should trace around him/her with 

a pencil. 

 Once both have been traced on their own piece of paper each can decorate the tracing 

to look like himself/herself. 

 Each student should also write something on the paper to identify him/herself as a 

Kansan.  Ex:  “My name is   .  I live in Kansas.” 

 

 

 

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES 
1) To visually reinforce how many states are in the United States have five students stand 

up.  Ask each to raise both hands above their heads and then count off all fifty fingers 

one by one. 

 

2) Give the class an idea of how big the United States is by using the map. Plan out a 

pretend trip to a couple of places the class will be familiar with.  Choose one place that 
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is fairly close, like a nearby town.  The second place should be fairly far away and 

someplace that everyone has heard of (example:  Disney World).  Point out both places 

on the map. 

 

 First have the class plan a trip to the close place.  Ask them what they should take with 

them (coats, lunch, etc.).  Talk about what time of day they’ll leave their houses, when 

they’ll come back, that they’ll sleep in their own beds tonight, etc. 

 

 Next, plan a trip to the second location.  Again have the class plan what to bring 

(suitcases, swim suits, cooler with food, map, etc.).  Talk about driving time, staying in 

hotel rooms, missing school for several days, getting someone to feed their pets, etc.  

Discuss the difference in weather and environment between there and Kansas.  You may 

want to take a pretend trip to let them have a better idea of how long the trip will take.  

Have the students close their eyes when night comes and pretend to sleep, eat, look out 

the “window’ to find places to eat meals, etc.  

 

3) Use a local map with the class to discuss their hometown.  Maps are often available 

from local motels or the Chamber of Commerce. 


